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ABSTRACT
Conventional collaborative filtering techniques treat a top-n
recommendations problem as a task of generating a list of
the most relevant items. This formulation, however, disre-
gards an opposite – avoiding recommendations with com-
pletely irrelevant items. Due to that bias, standard algo-
rithms, as well as commonly used evaluation metrics, be-
come insensitive to negative feedback. In order to resolve
this problem we propose to treat user feedback as a categor-
ical variable and model it with users and items in a ternary
way. We employ a third-order tensor factorization technique
and implement a higher order folding-in method to support
online recommendations. The method is equally sensitive to
entire spectrum of user ratings and is able to accurately pre-
dict relevant items even from a negative only feedback. Our
method may partially eliminate the need for complicated
rating elicitation process as it provides means for personal-
ized recommendations from the very beginning of an inter-
action with a recommender system. We also propose a mod-
ification of standard metrics which helps to reveal unwanted
biases and account for sensitivity to a negative feedback.
Our model achieves state-of-the-art quality in standard rec-
ommendation tasks while significantly outperforming other
methods in the cold-start “no-positive-feedback” scenarios.
Keywords
Collaborative filtering; recommender systems; explicit feed-
back; cold-start; tensor factorization
1. INTRODUCTION
One of the main challenges faced across different recom-
mender systems is a cold-start problem. For example, in a
user cold-start scenario, when a new (or unrecognized) user
is introduced to the system and no side information is avail-
able, it is impossible to generate relevant recommendations
without asking the user to provide initial feedback on some
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items. Randomly picking items for this purpose might be
ineffective and frustrating for the user. A more common ap-
proach, typically referred as a rating elicitation, is to provide
a pre-calculated non-personalized list of the most represen-
tative items. However, making this list, that on the one hand
helps to better learn the user preferences, and on the other
hand does not lead to the user boredom, is a non-trivial task
and still is a subject for active research.
The problem becomes even worse if a pre-built list of items
resonate poorly with the user’s tastes, resulting in mostly
negative feedback (e.g. items that get low scores or low rat-
ings from the user). Conventional collaborative filtering al-
gorithms, such as matrix factorization or similarity-based
models, tend to favor similar items, which are likely to be
irrelevant in that case. This is typically avoided by gener-
ating more items, until enough positive feedback (e.g. items
with high scores or high ratings) is collected and relevant
recommendations can be made. However, this makes en-
gagement with the system less effortless for the user and
may lead to a loss of interest in it.
We argue that these problems can be alleviated if the sys-
tem is able to learn equally well from both positive and
negative feedback. Consider the following movie recommen-
dation example: a new user marks the“Scarface”movie with
a low rating, e.g. 2 stars out of 5, and no other information
is present in his or her profile. This is likely to indicate that
the user does not like movies about crime and violence. It
also seems natural to assume that the user probably prefers
“opposite” features, such as sentimental story (which can be
present in romantic movies or drama), or happy and joyful
narrative (provided by animation or comedies). In this case,
asking to rate or recommending the “Godfather” movie is
definitely a redundant and inappropriate action. Similarly,
if a user provides some negative feedback for the first part
of a series (e.g. the first movie from the “Lord of the rings”
trilogy), it is quite natural to expect that the system will not
immediately recommend another part from the same series.
A more proper way to engage with the user in that case
is to leverage a sort of “users, who dislike that item, do like
these items instead” scenario. Users certainly can share pref-
erences not only in what they like, but also in what they do
not like and it is fair to expect that techniques, based on
collaborative filtering approach, could exploit this for more
accurate predictions even from a solely negative feedback.
In addition to that, a negative feedback may have a greater
importance for a user, than a positive one. Some psycholog-
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ical studies demonstrate, that not only emotionally negative
experience has a stronger impact on an individual’s memory
[11], but also have a greater effect on humans behavior in
general [18], known as the negativity bias.
Of course, a number of heuristics or tweaks could be pro-
posed for traditional techniques to fix the problem, however
there are intrinsic limitations within the models that make
the task hardly solvable. For example, algorithms could
start looking for less similar items in the presence of an
item with a negative feedback. However, there is a problem
of preserving relevance to the user’s tastes. It is not enough
to simply pick the most dissimilar items, as they are most
likely to loose the connection to user preferences. Moreover,
it is not even clear when to switch between the “least simi-
lar” and the “most similar” modes. If a user assigns a 3 star
rating for a movie, does it mean that the system still has
to look for the least similar items or should it switch back
to the most similar ones? User-based similarity approach
is also problematic, as it tends to generate a very broad
set of recommendations with a mix of similar and dissimilar
items, which again leads to the problem of extracting the
most relevant, yet unlike recommendations.
In order to deal with the denoted problems we propose
a new tensor-based model, that treats feedback data as a
special type of categorical variable. We show that our ap-
proach not only improves user cold-start scenarios, but also
increases general recommendations accuracy. The contribu-
tions of this paper are three-fold:
• We introduce a collaborative filtering model based on
a third order tensor factorization technique. In con-
trast to commonly used approach, our model treats
explicit feedback (such as movie ratings) not as a car-
dinal, but as an ordinal utility measure. The model
benefits greatly from such a representation and pro-
vides a much richer information about all possible user
preferences. We call it shades of ratings.
• We demonstrate that our model is equally sensitive to
both positive and negative user feedback, which not
only improves recommendations quality, but also re-
duces the efforts needed to learn user preferences in
cold-start scenarios.
• We also propose a higher order folding-in method for
real-time generation of recommendations in support to
cold-start scenarios. The method does not require re-
computation of the full tensor-based model for serving
new users and can be used online.
2. PROBLEM FORMULATION
The goal for conventional recommender system is to be
able to accurately generate a personalized list of new and in-
teresting items (top-n recommendations), given a sufficient
number of examples with user preferences. As has been
noted, if preferences are unknown this requires special tech-
niques, such as rating elicitation, to be involved first. In
order to avoid that extra step we introduce the following
additional requirements for a recommender system:
• the system must be sensitive to a full user feedback
scale and not disregard its negative part,
• the system must be able to respond properly even to a
single feedback and take into account its type (positive
or negative).
These requirements should help to gently navigate new
users through the catalog of items, making the experience
highly personalized, as after each new step the system nar-
rows down user preferences.
2.1 Limitations of traditional models
Let us consider without the loss of generality the problem
of movies recommendations. Traditionally, this is formu-
lated as a prediction task:
fR : User×Movie→ Rating, (1)
where User is a set of all users, Movie is a set of all movies
and fR is a utility function, that assigns predicted values
of ratings to every (user, movie) pair. In collaborative fil-
tering models the utility function is learned from a prior
history of interactions, i.e. previous examples of how users
rate movies, which can be conveniently represented in the
form of a matrix R with M rows corresponding to the num-
ber of users and N columns corresponding to the number of
movies. Elements rij of the matrix R denote actual movie
ratings assigned by users. As users tend to provide feedback
only for a small set of movies, not all entries of R are known,
and the utility function is expected to infer the rest values.
In order to provide recommendations, the predicted values
of ratings rˆij are used to rank movies and build a ranked
list of top-n recommendations, that in the simplest case is
generated as:
toprec(i, n) :=
n
arg max
j∈Movie
rˆij . (2)
where toprec(i, n) is a list of n top-ranked movies predicted
for a user i. The way the values of rˆij are calculated de-
pends on a collaborative filtering algorithm and we argue
that standard algorithms are unable to accurately predict
relevant movies given only an example of user preferences
with low ratings.
2.1.1 Matrix factorization
Let us first start with a matrix factorization approach. As
we are not aiming to predict the exact values of ratings and
more interested in correct ranking, it is adequate to employ
the singular value decomposition (SVD) [10] for this task.
Originally, SVD is not defined for data with missing values,
however, in case of top-n recommendations formulation one
can safely impute missing entries with zeroes, especially tak-
ing into account that pure SVD can provide state-of-the-art
quality [5, 13]. Note, that by SVD we mean its truncated
form of rank r < min(M,N), which can be expressed as:
R ≈ UΣV T ≡ PQT , (3)
where U ∈ RM×r, V ∈ RN×r are orthogonal factor matri-
ces, that embed users and movies respectively onto a lower
dimensional space of latent (or hidden) features, Σ is a ma-
trix of singular values σ1 ≥ . . . ≥ σr > 0 that define the
strength or the contribution of every latent feature into re-
sulting score. We also provide an equivalent form with fac-
tors P = UΣ
1
2 and Q = V Σ
1
2 , commonly used in other
matrix factorization techniques.
One of the key properties, that is provided by SVD and
not by many other factorization techniques is an orthog-
onality of factors U and V right “out of the box”. This
property helps to find approximate values of ratings even
for users that were not a part of original matrix R. Using a
well known folding-in approach [8], one can easily obtain an
expression for predicted values of ratings:
r ≈ V V Tp, (4)
where p is a (sparse) vector of initial user preferences, i.e.
a vector of lenght M , where a position of every non-zero
element corresponds to a movie, rated by a new user, and
its value corresponds to the actual user’s feedback on that
movie. Respectively, r is a (dense) vector of length M of all
predicted movie ratings. Note, that for an existing user (e.g.
whos preferences are present in matrix R) it returns exactly
the corresponding values of SVD.
Due to factors orthogonality the expression can be treated
as a projection of user preferences onto a space of latent
features. It also provides means for quick recommendations
generation, as no recomputation of SVD is required, and
thus is suitable for online engagement with new users. It
should be noted also, that the expression (4) does not hold
if matrix V is not orthogonal, which is typically the case in
many other factorization techniques (and even for Q matrix
in (3)). However, it can be transformed to an orthogonal
form with QR decomposition.
Nevertheless, there is a subtle issue here. If, for instance,
p contains only a single rating, then it does not matter what
exact value it has. Different values of the rating will simply
scale all the resulting scores, given by (4), and will not affect
the actual ranking of recommendations. In other words, if
a user provides a single 2-star rating for some movie, the
recommendations list is going to be the same, as if a 5-star
rating for that movie is provided.
2.1.2 Similarity-based approach
It may seem that the problem can be alleviated if we ex-
ploit some user similarity technique. Indeed, if users share
not only what they like, but also what they dislike, then
users, similar to the one with a negative only feedback, might
give a good list of candidate movies for recommendations.
The list can be generated with help of the following expres-
sion:
rij =
1
K
∑
k∈Si
(rkj) sim(i, k), (5)
where Si is a set of users, the most similar to user i, sim(i, k)
is some similarity measure between users i and k and K is
a normalizing factor, equal to
∑
i∈Si |sim(i, k)| in the sim-
plest case. The similarity between users can be computed
by comparing either their latent features (given by the ma-
trix U) or simply the rows of initial matrix R, which turns
the task into a traditional user-based k-Nearest Neighbors
problem (kNN). It can be also modified to a more advanced
forms, that take into account user biases [2].
However, even though more relevant items are likely to get
higher scores in user-similarity approach, it still does not
guarantee an isolation of irrelevant items. Let us demon-
strate it on a simple example. For the illustration purposes
we will use a simple kNN approach, based on a cosine sim-
ilarity measure. However, it can be generalized to more
advanced variations of (5).
Let a new user Tom have rated the “Scarface” movie with
rating 2 (see Table 1) and we need to decide which of two
other movies, namely “Toy Story” or “Godfather”, should be
recommended to Tom, given an information on how other
users - Alice, Bob and Carol - have also rated these movies.
Table 1: Similarity-based recommendations issue.
Scarface Toy Story Godfather
Observation
Alice 2 5 3
Bob 4 5
Carol 2 5
New user
Tom 2 ? ?
Prediction
2.6 3.1
As it can be seen, Alice and Carol, similarly to Tom, do
not like criminal movies. They also both enjoy the “Toy
Story” animation. Even though Bob demonstrates an op-
posite set of interests, the preferences of Alice and Carol
prevail. From here it can be concluded that the most rele-
vant (or safe) recommendation for Tom would be the “Toy
Story”. Nevertheless, the prediction formula (5) assigns the
highest score to the “Godfather” movie, which is a result of
a higher value of cosine similarity between Bob’s and Tom’s
preference vectors.
2.2 Resolving the inconsistencies
The problems, described above, suggest that in order to
build a model, that fulfills the requirements, proposed in
Section 2, we have to move away from traditional represen-
tation of ratings. Our idea is to restate the problem formu-
lation in the following way:
fR : User×Movie× Rating→ Relevance Score, (6)
where Rating is a domain of ordinal (categorical) variables,
consisting of all possible user ratings, and Relevance Score
denotes the likeliness of observing a certain (user, movie,
rating) triplet. With this formulation relations between
users, movies and ratings are modelled in a ternary way,
i.e. all three variables influence each other and the result-
ing score. This type of relations can be modelled with sev-
eral methods, such as Factorization Machines [17] or other
context-aware methods [1]. We propose to solve the prob-
lem with a tensor-based approach, as it seems to be more
flexible, naturally fit the formulation (6) and has a number
of advantages, described in Section 3.
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Figure 1: From a matrix to a third order tensor.
3. TENSOR CONCEPTS
The (user, movie, rating) triplets can be encoded within
a three-dimensional array (see Figure 1) which we will call a
third order tensor and denote with calligraphic capital letter
X ∈RM×N×K . The sizes of tensor dimensions (or modes)
correspond to the total number of unique users, movies and
ratings. The values of the tensor X are binary (see Figure 1):{
xijk = 1, if (i, j, k) ∈ S,
xijk = 0, otherwise,
(7)
where S is a history of known interactions, i.e. a set of ob-
served (user, movie, rating) triplets. Similarly to a matrix
factorization case (3), we are interested in finding such a
tensor factorization that reveals some common patterns in
the data and finds latent representation of users, movies and
ratings.
There are two commonly used tensor factorization tech-
niques, namely Candecomp/Parafac (CP) and Tucker De-
composition (TD) [12]. As we will show in Section 3.2, the
use of TD is more advantageous, as it gives orthogonal fac-
tors, that can be used for quick recommendations compu-
tation, similarly to (4). Moreover, an optimization task for
CP, in contrast to TD, is ill-posed in general [7].
3.1 Tensor factorization
The tensor in TD format can be represented as follows:
X ≈ G ×1 U ×2 V ×3 W, (8)
where ×n is an n-mode product, defined in [12], U ∈ RM×r1 ,
V ∈ RN×r2 , W ∈ RK×r3 are orthogonal matrices, that rep-
resent embedding of the users, movies and ratings onto a
reduced space of latent features, similarly to SVD case.
Tensor G ∈ Rr1×r2×r3 is called the core of TD and a
tuple of numbers (r1, r2, r3) is called a multilinear rank of
the decomposition. The decomposition can be effectively
computed with a higher order orthogonal iterations (HOOI)
algorithm [6].
3.2 Efficient computation of recommendations
As recommender systems typically have to deal with large
numbers of users and items, this renders the problem of fast
recommendations computation. Factorizing the tensor for
every new user can take prohibitively long time which is
inconsistent with the requirement of real-time recommenda-
tions. For this purposes we propose a higher order folding-in
method (see Figure 2) that finds approximate recommenda-
tions for any unseen user with comparatively low computa-
tional cost (cf. (4)):
R(i) = V V
TP(i)WW
T , (9)
where P(i) is an N ×K binary matrix of an i-th user’s pref-
erences and R(i) ∈ RN×K is a matrix of recommendations.
Similarly to SVD-based folding-in, (9) can be treated as a
𝒢
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Figure 2: Higher order folding-in for Tucker decom-
position. A slice with a new user information in the
original data (left) and a corresponding row update
of the factor matrix in Tucker decomposition (right)
are marked with solid a color.
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Figure 3: Example of the predicted user preferences,
that we call shades of ratings. Every horizontal bar
can be treated as a likeliness of some movie to have a
specific rating for a selected user. More dense colors
correspond to higher relevance scores.
sequence of projections to latent spaces of movies and rat-
ings. Note, this is a straightforward generalization of matrix
folding-in and we omit its derivation due to space limits. In
the case of a known user the expression also gives the exact
values of the TD.
3.3 Shades of ratings
Note that even though (9) looks very similar to (4), there
is a substantial difference in what is being scored. In the
case of a matrix factorization we score ratings (or other
forms of feedback) directly, whereas in the tensor case we
score the likeliness of a rating to have a particular value for
an item. This gives a new and more informative view on
predicted user preferences (see Figure 3). Unlike the con-
ventional methods, every movie in recommendations is not
associated with just a single score, but rather with a full
range of all possible rating values, that users are exposed to.
Another remarkable property of “rating shades” is that it
can be naturally utilized for both ranking and rating pre-
diction tasks. The ranking task corresponds to finding a
maximum score along the movies mode (2nd mode of the
tensor) for a selected (highest) rating. Note, that the rank-
ing can be performed within every rating value. Rating pre-
diction corresponds to a maximization of relevance scores
along the ratings mode (i.e. the 3rd mode of the tensor)
for a selected movie. We utilize this feature to additionally
verify the model’s quality (see Section 6).
If a positive feedback is defined by several ratings (e.g. 5
and 4), than the sum of scores from these ratings can be
used for ranking. Our experiments show that this typically
leads to an improved quality of predictions comparing to an
unmodified version of an algorithm.
4. EVALUATION
As has been discussed in Section 2.1, standard recom-
mender models are unable to properly operate with a nega-
tive feedback and more often simply ignore it. As an exam-
ple, a well known recommender systems library MyMedi-
aLite [9], that features many state-of-the-art algorithms,
does not support a negative feedback for item recommen-
dation tasks.
In addition to that, a common way of performing an of-
fline evaluation of recommendations quality is to measure
only how well a tested algorithm can retrieve highly rele-
vant items. Nevertheless, both relevance-based (e.g. preci-
sion, recall, etc.) and ranking-based (e.g. nDCG, MAP, etc.)
metrics, are completely insensitive to irrelevant items predic-
tion: an algorithm that recommends 3 positively rated and
7 negatively rated items will gain the same evaluation score
as an algorithm that recommends 3 positively rated and 7
items with unknown (not necessarily negative) ratings.
This leads to several important questions, that are typi-
cally obscured and that we aim to find an answer to:
• How likely an algorithm is to place irrelevant items in
top-n recommendations list and rank them highly?
• Does high evaluation performance in terms of relevant
items prediction guarantee a lower number of irrele-
vant recommendations?
Answering these questions is impossible within standard eval-
uation paradigm and we propose to adopt commonly used
metrics in a way that respects crucial difference between
the effects of relevant and irrelevant recommendations. We
also expect that modified metrics will reflect the effects, de-
scribed in Section 1 (the Scarface and Godfather example).
4.1 Negativity bias compliance
The first step for the metrics modification is to split rating
values into 2 classes: the class of a negative feedback and
the class of a positive feedback. This is done by selecting
a negativity threshold value, such that the values of ratings
above this threshold are treated as positive examples and all
other values - as negative.
The next step is to allow generated recommendations to
be evaluated against the negative user feedback, as well as
the positive one. This leads to a classical notion of true
positive (tp), true negative (tn), false positive (fp) and false
negative (fn) types of predictions [19], which also renders a
classical definition of relevance metrics, namely precision (P )
and recall (R, also referred as True Positive Rate (TPR)):
P =
tp
tp+ fp
, R =
tp
tp+ fn
.
Similarly, False Positive Rate (FPR) is defined as
FPR =
fp
tp+ fp
.
The TPR to FPR curve, also known as a Receiver Operat-
ing Characteristics (ROC) curve, can be used to assess the
tendency of an algorithm to recommend irrelevant items.
Worth noting here, that if items, recommended by an algo-
rithm, are not rated by a user (question marks on Figure
4), then we simply ignore them and do not mark as false
positive in order to avoid fp rate overestimation [19].
The Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) metric will look
very similar to the original one with the exception that we
do not include the negative ratings into the calculations at
all:
DCG =
∑
p
2rp − 1
log2 (p+ 1)
, (10)
where p : {rp > negativity threshold} and rp is a rating of a
positively rated item. This gives an nDCG metric:
nDCG =
DCG
iDCG
,
where iDCG is a value returned by an ideal ordering or rec-
ommended items (i.e. when more relevant items are ranked
higher in top-n recommendations list).
+
- ++- -
+ ++
tptn fpfnfp
+
??
User preferences
Recommendations
Figure 4: Definition of matching and mismatching
predictions. Recommendations that are not a part
of the known user preferences (question marks) are
ignored and not considered as false positive.
4.2 Penalizing irrelevant recommendations
The nDCG metric indicates how close tp predictions are
to the beginning of a top-n recommendations list, however,
it tells nothing about the ranking of irrelevant items. We
fix this by a modification of (10) with respect to a negative
feedback, which we call a Discounted Cumulative Loss:
DCL =
∑
n
2−rn − 1
− log2 (n+ 1)
, (11)
where n : {rn ≤ negativity threshold} and rn is a rating of
a negatively rated item. Similarly to nDCG, nDCL metric
is defined as:
nDCL =
DCL
iDCL
,
where iDCL is a value returned by an ideal ranking or irrel-
evant predictions (i.e. the more irrelevant are ranked lower).
Note, that as nDCL penalizes high ranking of irrelevant
items, therefore the lower are the values of nDCL the better.
In the experiments all the metrics are measured for differ-
ent values of top-n list length, i.e. the metrics are metrics at
n. The values of metrics are averaged over all test users.
4.3 Evaluation methodology
For the evaluation purposes we split datasets into two sub-
sets, disjoint by users (e.g. every user can only belong to a
single subset). First subset is used for learning a model, it
contains 80% of all users and is called a training set. The
remaining 20% of users (the test users) are unseen in the
training set and are used for models evaluation. We holdout
a fixed number of items from every test user and put them
into a holdout set. The remaining items form an observation
set of the test users. Recommendations, generated based
on an observation set are evaluated against a holdout set.
We also perform a 5-fold cross validation by selecting differ-
ent 20% of users each time and averaging the results over
all 5 folds. The main difference from common evaluation
methodologies is that we allow both relevant and irrelevant
items in the holdout set (see Figure 4 and Section 4.1). Fur-
thermore, we vary the number and the type of items in the
observation set, which leads to various scenarios:
• leaving only one or few items with the lowest ratings
leads to the case of “no-positive-feedback” cold-start;
• if all the observation set items are used to predict user
preferences, this serves as a proxy to a standard rec-
ommendation scenario for a known user.
We have also conducted rating prediction experiments
when a single top-rated item is held out from every test user
(see Section 6). In this experiment we verify what ratings
are predicted by our model (see Section 3.3 for explanation
of rating calculation) against the actual ratings of the hold-
out items.
5. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
5.1 Datasets
We use publicly available Movielens1 1M and 10M datasets
as a common standard for offline recommender systems eval-
uation. We have also trained a few models on the latest
Movielens dataset (22M rating, updated on 1/2016) and de-
ployed a movie recommendations web application for online
evaluation. This is especially handy for our specific scenar-
ios, as the content of each movie is easily understood and
contradictions in recommendations can be easily eye spotted
(see Table 2).
5.2 Algorithms
We compare our approach with the state-of-the-art matrix
factorization methods, designed for items recommendations
task as well as two non-personalized baselines.
• CoFFee (Collaborative Full Feedback model) is the
proposed tensor-based approach.
• SVD, also referred as PureSVD [5], uses standard SVD.
As in the CoFFee model, missing values are simply im-
puted with zeros.
• WRMF [15] is a matrix factorization method, where
missing ratings are not ignored or imputed with zeroes,
but rather are uniformly weighted.
• BPRMF [16] is a matrix factorization method, pow-
ered by a Bayesian personalized ranking approach, that
optimizes pair-wise preferences between observed and
unobserved items.
• Most popular model always recommends top-n items
with the highest number of ratings (independently of
ratings value).
• Random guess model generates recommendations ran-
domly.
SVD is based on Python’s Numpy, and SciPy packages,
which heavily use BLAS and LAPACK functions as well as
MKL optimizations. CoFFee is also implemented in Python,
using the same packages for most of the linear algebra op-
erations. We additionally use Pandas package to support
sparse tensors in COO format.
BPRMF and WRMF implementations are taken from the
MyMediaLite [9] library. We wrap the command line util-
ities of these methods with Python, so that all the tested
algorithms share the same namespace and configuration.
Command line utilities do not support online evaluation and
we implement our own (orthogonalized) folding-in on the
factor matrices generated by these models. Learning times
of the models are depicted on Figure 5. The source code as
well as the link to our web app can be found at Github2.
5.3 Settings
We preprocess these datasets to contain only users who
have rated no less than 20 movies. Number of holdout items
is always set to 10. The top-n values range from 1 to 100.
The test set items selection is 1 or 3 negatively rated, 1, 3 or
5 with random ratings and all (see Section 4.3 for details).
We include higher values of top-n (up to 100) as we allow
random items to appear in the holdout set. This helps to
make experimentation more sensitive to wrong recommen-
dations, that match negative feedback from the user. The
1https://grouplens.org/datasets/movielens/
2https://github.com/Evfro/fifty-shades
03:10.5
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00:17.7
BRPMF WRMF SVD CoFFee
Figure 5: Models’ learning time, mm:ss.ms (single
laptop, Intel i5 2.5GHz CPU, Movielens 10M).
negativity threshold is set to 3 for Movielens 1M and 3.5
for Movielens 10M. Both observation and holdout sets are
cleaned from the items that are not present in the training
set. The number of latent factors for all matrix factoriza-
tion models is set to 10, CoFFee multilinear rank is (13,
10, 2). Regularization parameters of WRMF and BPRMF
algorithms are set to MyMediaLite’s defaults.
6. RESULTS
Due to a space constraints we provide only the most im-
portant and informative part of evaluation results. They
are presented on the Figure 6. Rows A and C correspond to
Movielens 1M dataset, rows B and D correspond to Movie-
lens 10M dataset. We also report a few interesting hand-
picked examples of movies recommendations, generated from
a single negative feedback (see Table 2).
How to read the graphs.
The results are better understood with particular exam-
ples. Let us start with the first two rows on Figure 6 (row A
is for Movielens 1M and row B is for Movielens 10M). These
rows correspond to a performance of the models, when only
a single (random) negative feedback is provided.
First of all, it can be seen that the item popularity model
gets very high scores with TPR to FPR, precision-recall and
nDCG metrics (first 3 columns on the figure). One could
conclude that this is the most appropriate model in that
case (when almost nothing is know about user preferences).
However, high nDCL score (4th column) of this model indi-
cates that it is also very likely to place irrelevant items at
the first place, which can be disappointing for users. Similar
poor ranking of irrelevant items is observed with SVD and
WRMF models. On the other hand, the lowest nDCL score
belongs to the random guess model, which is trivially due
to a very poor overall performance. The same conclusion is
valid for BPRMF model, that have low nDCL (row A), but
fails to recommend relevant items from a negative feedback.
The only model, that behaves reasonably well is the pro-
posed CoFFee model. It has low nDCL, i.e. it is more suc-
cessful at avoiding irrelevant recommendations at the first
place. This effect is especially strong on the Movielens 10M
dataset (row B). The model also exhibits a better or compa-
rable to the item popularity model’s performance on relevant
items prediction. At first glance, the surprising fact is that
the model has a low nDCG score. Considering the fact that
this can not be due to a higher ranking of irrelevant items
(as it follows from low nDCL), this is simply due to a higher
ranking of items, that were not yet rated by a user (recall
the question marks on Figure 4).
The model tries to make a safe guess by filtering out irrel-
evant items and proposing those items that are more likely
to be relevant to an original negative feedback (unlike pop-
ular or similar items recommendation). This conclusion is
Table 2: Hand-picked examples from top-10 recommendations generated on a single feedback. The models
are trained on the latest Movielens dataset.
Scarface LOTR: The Two Towers Star Wars: Episode VII - The Force Awakens
CoFFee
Toy Story Net, The Dark Knight, The
Mr. Holland’s Opus Cliffhanger Batman Begins
Independence Day Batman Forever Star Wars: Episode IV - A New Hope
SVD
Reservoir Dogs LOTR: The Fellowship of the Ring Dark Knight, The
Goodfellas Shrek Inception
Godfather: Part II, The LOTR: The Return of the King Iron Man
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Figure 6: The ROC curves (1st column), precision-recall curves (2nd column), nDCG@n (3rd column) and
nDCL@n (4th column). Rows A, B correspond to a cold-start with a single negative feedback. Rows C, D
correspond to a known user recommendation scenario. Odd rows are for Movielens 1M, even rows are for
Movielens 10M. For the first 3 columns the higher the curve, the better, for the last column the lower the
curve, the better. Shaded areas show a standard deviation of an averaged over all cross validation runs value.
also supported by the examples from the first 2 columns of
Table 2. It can be easily seen, that unlike SVD, the CoFFee
model makes safe recommendations with “opposite” movie
features (e.g. Toy Story against Scarface). Such an effects
are not captured by standard metrics and can be revealed
only by a side by side comparison with the proposed nDCL
measure.
In standard recommendations scenario, when user prefer-
ences are known (rows C, D) our model also demonstrates
the best performance in all but nDCG metrics, which again
is explained by the presence of unrated items rather than a
poor quality of recommendations. In contrast, matrix fac-
torization models, SVD and WRMF, while also being the
top-performers in the first three metrics, demonstrate the
worst quality in terms of nDCL almost in all cases.
We additionally test our model in rating prediction exper-
iment, where the ratings of the holdout items are predicted
as described in Section 3.3. On the Movielens 1M dataset
our model is able to predict the exact rating value in 47%
cases. It also correctly predicts the rating positivity (e.g.
predicts rating 4 when actual rating is 5 and vice versa) in
another 48% of cases, giving 95% of correctly predicted feed-
back positivity in total. As a result it achieves a 0.77 RMSE
score on the holdout set for Movielens 1M.
7. RELATED WORK
A few research papers have studied an effect of different
types of user feedback on the quality of recommender sys-
tems. The authors of Preference model [13] proposed to split
user ratings into categories and compute the relevance scores
based on user-specific ratings distribution. The authors of
SLIM method [14] have compared models that learn ratings
either explicitly (r-models) or in a binary form (b-models).
They compare initial distribution of ratings with the recom-
mendations by calculating a hit rate for every rating value.
The authors show that r-models have a stronger ability to
predict top-rated items even if ratings with the highest val-
ues are not prevalent. The authors of [3] have studied the
subjective nature of ratings from a user perspective. They
have demonstrated that a rating scale per se is non-uniform,
e.g. distances between different rating values are perceived
differently even by the same user. The authors of [4] state
that discovering what a user does not like can be easier than
discovering what the user does like. They propose to filter
all negative preferences of individuals to avoid unsatisfac-
tory recommendations to a group. However, to the best of
our knowledge, there is no published research on the learning
from an explicit negative feedback paradigm in personalized
recommendations task.
8. CONCLUSION AND PERSPECTIVES
To conclude, let us first address the two questions, posed
in the beginning of Section 4. As we have shown, standard
evaluation metrics, that do not treat irrelevant recommen-
dations properly (as in the case with nDCG), might obscure
a significant part of a model’s performance. An algorithm,
that highly scores both relevant and irrelevant items, is more
likely to be favored by such a metrics, while increasing the
risk of a user disappointment.
We have proposed modifications to both standard metrics
and evaluation procedure, that not only reveal a positiv-
ity bias of standard evaluation, but also help to perform
a comprehensive examination of recommendations quality
from the perspective of both positive and negative effects.
We have also proposed a new model, that is able to learn
equally well from full spectrum of user feedbacks and pro-
vides state-of-the-art quality in different recommendation
scenarios. The model is unified in a sense, that it can be
used both at initial step of learning user preferences and
at standard recommendation scenarios for already known
users. We believe that the model can be used to comple-
ment or even replace standard rating elicitation procedures
and help to safely introduce new users to a recommender
system, providing a highly personalized experience from the
very beginning.
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